OCTOBER 2021 UPDATE
Hi All,
Global risk assets drove performance in rands for South African (SA) investors over the month. The rand did
weaken slightly but overall returns from global equity and global property were produced mainly in hard
currency. US markets continued to perform well with strong earnings results keeping global stock markets
buoyant. SA Equity and emerging market equities in general lagged developed equities. SA property was the
worst performing asset class followed by local bonds as investors factored in the likelihood of global central
banks reducing stimulus and raising interest rates pushing global bond yields up.

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE LOCAL UPDATE

Global Update
October was broadly a positive month for markets. Q3 earnings season in the US provided a boost to the market
with over 80% of companies beating expectations. Also, economic growth remains solid as vaccine rollout
progress continues and there has been further lifting of restrictions in some countries. A number of challenges
remain, however: supply constraints, rising energy prices, higher inflation and the possibility of future COVID
related restrictions to name a few. Central banks appear ready to take action to allay inflation concerns, which
markets have begun pricing-in through higher short and long-dated interest rates which has negatively impacted
bond returns.

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE GLOBAL UPDATE
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86% of our total SA Partner base have now
migrated to WealthExplorer™ online. We are
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Industry Analysis
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aiming to have all our partners online by the
end of the year!
Click
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watch

the

recordings
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the

Quarterly Investment Feedback session or
the Dynamic Income Fund update.

Here is a summary document explaining why
Offshore Multi-Managed (USD)

we make use of the Black Litterman model in
our investment process.
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Global Share Portfolio

The latest Blue Chip Edition, features Brendan
de Jongh and a discussion on our Sustainable
World Equity FoF (pg 66), expected to launch
later this year. Click here to read it.
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